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closely related species. Several homologous Chinese
We have used human chromosome-specific painting muntjac banding patterns were recognized within the


probes for in situ hybridization on Indian muntjac large Indian muntjac chromosomes (10, 17).
(Muntiacus muntjak vaginalis, 2n Å 6, 7) metaphase Recently we established chromosome painting
chromosomes to identify the homologous chromosome probes from flow sorted Indian muntjac chromosomes.
regions of the entire human chromosome set. Chromo- Painting these probes to Chinese muntjac metaphase
some rearrangements that have been involved in the chromosomes supported the chromosome fusion hy-
karyotype evolution of these two species belonging to pothesis (21). Single Indian muntjac paints hybridizeddifferent mammalian orders were reconstructed based to several entire Chinese muntjac homologs. Only twoon hybridization patterns. Although, compared to hu-


chromosomes were painted by more than one probe,man chromosomes, the karyotype of the Indian munt-
indicating reciprocal translocations.jac seems to be highly rearranged, we could identify a


Chromosome banding studies and gene mapping inlimited number of highly conserved homologous chro-
various mammals show that most mammalian karyo-mosome regions for each of the human chromosome-
types have been highly conserved during evolution. Re-specific probes. We identified 48 homologous autoso-
cent comparisons by cross-species chromosome paint-mal chromosome segments, which is in the range of the
ing of human and carnivores (13, 19) and human andnumbers found in other artiodactyls and carnivores


recently analyzed by chromosome painting. The re- artiodactyls (3, 14, 18) confirm these results. The 22
sults demonstrate that the reshuffling of the muntjac human autosome-specific paints hybridized to 45 seg-
karyotype is mostly due to fusions of huge blocks of ments in the pig karyotype and 49 segments in the
entire chromosomes. This is in accordance with previ- cattle karyotype, suggesting very little chromosome re-
ous chromosome painting analyses between various shuffling during more than 60 million years of evolu-
Muntjac species and contrasts the findings for some tion of these two mammalian orders.
other mammals (e.g., gibbons, mice) that show excep- According to the chromosome fusion hypothesis of
tional chromosome reshuffling due to multiple recip- the origin of Indian muntjac chromosomes and the highrocal translocation events. q 1997 Academic Press conservation of artiodactyl and primate karyotypes,


human chromosome-specific paints should hybridize
also to a very limited number of segments within In-The Indian muntjac (Muntiacus muntjak vaginalis)
dian muntjac chromosomes. We have used human chro-is unique among mammals with respect to its low chro-
mosome-specific painting probes for in situ hybridiza-mosome number (2n Å 6 in the female, 7 in male; Ref.
tion on Indian muntjac metaphase chromosomes to20). The fossil record and biomolecular data suggest
identify the homologous chromosome regions of the en-that muntjacs were derived from other deer species
tire human chromosome set. Hybridization signalsonly a few million years ago (8, 9, 16). Most extant deer
were recorded by fluorescence in situ hybridizationspecies show rather high chromosome numbers, the
(FISH) and digital image capturing.most frequent diploid number being 2n Å 68–70. This


We used standard chromosome preparations derivedled to the hypothesis that the karyotype of the Indian
from two different established cell lines of the Indianmuntjac is phylogenetically a recent derived character-
muntjak. Line MMV1 was spontaneously transformedistic that might have evolved by multiple chromosome
from a diploid male fibroblast line provided by thefusion events (4). This idea was supported by chromo-
Kunming Cell Bank of the Chinese Academy of Sci-some banding studies comparing the Indian muntjac
ences. Most of the metaphases recorded were normalwith the Chinese muntjac (M. reevesi, 2n Å 46), a
diploid. Banding analysis suggested no further chromo-
some rearrangements. Line MMV2 was a gift from K.1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Telephone: (44) 01223


333725. Fax: (44) 01223 333346. E-mail: jw@mole.bio.cam.ac.uk. Sperling (Berlin, Germany) and was close to a triploid
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FIG. 1. Hybridization patterns of human biotin-labeled painting probes specific for chromosomes 2 (A) and 12 (C) on chromosome
preparations of the Indian muntjac. (B) and (D) show the respective metaphase stained with DAPI. The metaphase in (C) and (D) shows
three chromosomes for muntjac chromosome 1. Arrows point to the hybridization signals obtained in all metaphases analyzed with the
respective probe. The images are not further processed and were obtained with a CCD camera as 8-bit black and white images.


male fibroblast cell line, with the small Y chromosome 8-bit black and white images through a quadruple band-
pass filter (Chroma Technology, 84000 504) with amissing. Chromosome banding and painting with


probes derived by flow sorting from normal Indian cooled CCD camera (Photometrics KAF-1400) (Fig. 1).
Banding was enhanced by processing the DAPI imagemuntjac diploid fibroblasts indicated no further rear-


rangements of the karyotype except for a small translo- with a 5 1 5 high-pass spatial filter (Digital Scientific,
Cambridge, UK). Assignments of hybridization signalscation of X chromosome material to one of the three


chromosomes 1 and a small deletion on the 3 / X chro- were achieved by merging the enhanced DAPI-banded
image with the unprocessed Cy3 image (Fig. 2). Allmosome. The triploid status of this cell line simplified


signal detection since each hybridization pattern was image processing was performed on a Macintosh
Quadra 950 using IPLab Spectrum software.present on all three homologs within one cell.


Cy3 and DAPI signals were captured separately as For chromosome painting we used chromosome-spe-
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FIG. 2. Chromosome assignment of the hybridization signals obtained with human painting probes on chromosome preparations of the
Indian muntjac. Images with the hybridization signal (red) were merged with those of the respective counterstained metaphase chromosomes
(blue). (A) Human chromosome 1 probe paints two segments on muntjac chromosome 1 and one segment on chromosomes 3 and X / 3; (B)
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cific painting libraries (‘‘pBS libraries’’; Ref. 1) kindly
provided by J. Gray (San Francisco, CA) and ‘‘chromo-
some paints’’ obtained from Cambio (Cambridge, UK).
Hybridization conditions and detection of the signals
were as reported before (15, 21). Briefly, compared to
the standard use of chromosome paints on human chro-
mosomes, the concentration of the biotin-labeled probe
was increased threefold to give a final concentration
of 10mg/ml paint and 400 ng/ml human cot-1 in 50%
deionized formamide, 10% dextran sulfate, 21 SSC.
The probe was denatured at 657C for 10 min and prean-
nealed by incubation at 377C for 1 to 3 h. Slides were
denatured by incubation in 70% formamide/21 SSC
solution at 657C for 2 min. The preannealed paints were
applied to slides and allowed to hybridize for 3 days at
427C. Posthybridization washes were two 5-min incu-
bations in 50% formamide, 50% 21 SSC at 427C, fol- FIG. 3. Summary of the results hybridizing human chromosome-


specific painting probes to chromosomes of the Indian muntjac in anlowed by two 5-min incubations in 21 SSC at 427C.
idiogram. Chromosome numbers of the Indian muntjac are givenBiotin-labeled probes were visualized by one layer of
below the chromosomes; the human homologous chromosome seg-Cy3-avidin (Amersham, 1:500). After detection, slides
ments are indicated on the right. Some hybridizations resemble pat-were counterstained in 0.08 mg/ml DAPI solution. terns found with chromosome painting of bovine chromosomes, indi-


For both cell lines and each painting probe, at least cating ancestral chromosome forms of artiodactyls (see text). The
assumed homologous bovine (BTA) chromosome numbers are shownfive metaphases were recorded. With the pBS libraries
to the left of each muntjac chromosome idiogram.significant results were obtained with probes specific


for human chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 13, 14, 16, 20,
and 21. Except for the human Y chromosome probe the
‘‘Cambio paints’’ identified homologous segments from belonging to different mammalian orders could be re-


constructed from the hybridization patterns. Although,all human chromosomes within the Indian muntjac
karyotype in both cell lines analyzed. Hybridization compared to human chromosomes, the karyotype of the


Indian muntjac seems to be highly rearranged, wepatterns were consistent both between the two sources
of painting probes and between the two cell lines. The could identify a limited number of highly conserved


homologous chromosome regions for each of the humanCambio paints, however, provided better resolution
and thus allowed additional details to be resoved. For chromosome-specific probes. Examples of the hybrid-


izations obtained are given in Fig. 1 and 2. A summaryexample, the small signals obtained with paints 1, 7,
and 8 on muntjac chromosomes 1p and 2q, respectively, of the hybridization results is given in the idiogram in


Fig. 3. Chromosome painting identified 48 homologouswere not identified with the pBS libraries. The same
is true when comparing our results obtained with autosomal chromosome segments, which is in the range


of the numbers found in other artiodactyls and in carni-paints with previous work (15) using pBS libraries for
chromosomes 1, 16, and X probes for FISH on muntjac vores (3, 13, 14, 18, 19).


Some hybridization patterns attract special atten-chromosomes. Although the result for the human chro-
mosome X probe was the same in both experiments, tion because they show a remarkable conservation in


mammalian evolution (3, 13, 14, 18, 19): (i) Humanpaints from chromosomes 1 and 16 each provided more
detail than the respective pBS library. chromosome 1 and 2 painting probes hybridized adja-


cent to one another on muntjac chromosome 1p. In allChromosome rearrangements that have been in-
volved in the karyotype evolution of these two species reports on nonprimate species analyzed with human


chromosome 2 paints give two signals on muntjac chromosome 1; (C, D, and E) human chromosomes 3 and 21 paints, respectively. (C) A
partial triploid metaphase with two signals from human paint 3 on muntjac chromosome 1 and one signal on chromosomes 3 and X / 3.
The signal on muntjac chromosome 1 is colocalizing with the paint for human chromosome 21 (E, arrowhead). The second signal from paint
21 is found adjacent to paint 3 on muntjac chromosomes 3 and X / 3 (D). (F and G) The hybridization pattern of paints 10 and 20,
respectively. The signal of paint 20 on muntjac chromosome 2 (G) is split by a segment homologous to human chromosome 10 (F). A second
large signal from chromosome 10 is found on the same chromosome (F). (H and I) The hybridization pattern of human paints 12 and 22.
Paint 22 gives two signals on muntjac chromosome 1 (I, arrow and arrowhead); the larger signal (arrow) is found adjacent to one of the
two signals from the chromosome 12 paint (H, arrowheads). A third signal is evident on muntjac chromosome 2. (J and K) Hybridization
pattern of human chromosome 14 and 15 paints, respectively. Both probes show two adjacent signals on muntjac chromosomes 2 and X /
3. (L) The pattern of paint 16. The signal of human paint 16 is split into two segments on muntjac chromosome 2 (L, partial triploid cell).
The probe for human chromosome 7 hybridizes between these two segments. A second signal from this probe is found on muntjac chromosome
1. (M) Human chromosome 19 probe delineates two regions—one region on Indian muntjac chromosome 1 and the other on chromosome
2. (N) Human chromosome 17 paint gives one distinct signal on muntjac chromosome 1.
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paints (cat, pig, and cattle) a chromosome homologous ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
to parts of human chromosomes 1 and 2 is found. The
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